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Active Vertical-Coupler-Based Optical
Crosspoint Switch Matrix for Optical

Packet-Switching Applications
Riccardo Varrazza, Ivan B. Djordjevic, and Siyuan Yu

Abstract—Packet-switching characteristics are optimized across
an integrated 4 4 optical crosspoint switch matrix consisting of
active vertical-coupler-based switch cells. Optical gain difference
between the shortest and the longest paths less than 3 dB is demon-
strated. Bit error rate (BER) and power penalty measurements
during packet routing have also been carried out over the entire 4

4 matrix. At a 10-Gb/s packet data rate, a less than 1-dB power
penalty is observed across the switch matrix, and the possibility
for error-free packet routing is demonstrated with no BER floor
observed.

Index Terms—Bit error rate (BER) performance, cross connect,
integrated optoelectronics, optical crosspoint switch (OXS), optical
packet switching, optical switch matrix, optoelectronics devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE optical packet switching networks will require
several key device technologies. One important tech-

nology is an optical crosspoint switch (OXS) fabric able to
route optical packet [1]–[6] with sufficient switching speed. It
has been theoretically shown that packet-switching networks
will require an OXS reconfiguration time in the order of
nanoseconds [7]. Good performances such as high extinction
ratio, low polarization dependent loss, low loss, and good port
count scalability are highly desirable.

It is generally agreed that electrooptic (EO) switching could
be the mainstay of switching technologies for packet-based
optical networks [4]. Compared with all-optical switching,
it is technically more realistic while providing the necessary
switching speed that microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
and thermal switches cannot deliver. It also provides the benefit
of easier interfacing to network management functions, which
is usually performed by a management layer in the electronics
domain. Suitable materials for making optical switches include
LiNbO for its field-induced EO effect and III–V semiconduc-
tors for their large and almost linear change of refractive index

caused by the free-carrier plasma effect when carriers are
injected in a particular area of the device [10] and their ability to
turn a high-absorption coefficient into optical gain above the
transparency carrier concentration in the proximity of the
(direct) bandgap by the injection of the carriers. The possibility
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of integration with other active devices such as semiconductor
optical amplifiers (SOAs), detectors, and wavelength converters
makes semiconductors even more attractive.

Many EO switch fabrics fall into the one of a few topolo-
gies based on 2 2 switch cells. For fast switching, the 2
2 switches are often interferometer or directional coupler struc-
tures made in transparent substrate material or III–V semicon-
ductors. EO effects (field induced or current/charge induced)
are used to change the refractive index or phase shift of one of
the arms in a waveguide interferometer or waveguide coupler to
achieve switching. In general, this kind of switches has the ad-
vantage of low insertion loss not only because of the transparent
nature of the material used, but also because that, in principle,
the entire input signal is switched to the output without splitting
if scattering and material background absorption losses are neg-
ligible. This makes them scalable in term of port count without
introducing losses that scale with port count. The main draw-
back of an interferometer-based switching device (directional
couplers can also be viewed as interferometers between super-
modes) is the difficulty to achieve high extinction ratio and low
crosstalk levels. This arises from the fact that in order to realize
extremely low output levels at the unintended output port, the
two interfering fields not only have to be exactly out of phase,
but they also have to have exactly the same amplitude, with a
misbalance of less than the required residual output levels (e.g.,

40 dB). This puts a stringent requirement on coupler sym-
metry and therefore fabrication techniques. Typical values of
crosstalk reported are in the order of 25 to 30 dB [4]. This
crosstalk level may not be low enough when port count is in-
creased, particularly when many switching nodes are cascaded.

Another variety of popular optical switch fabrics, on the other
hand, uses SOAs as optical ON–OFF switches or optical gates
in a broadcast-and-select fabric. This relies on the modulation
of optical absorption/gain of semiconductor materials. Because
SOAs are highly absorptive to light when they are not injected
with current, crosstalk levels can be significantly reduced and
extinction ratio improved. Many examples have been reported
[16]–[18] typically achieving an ON–OFF extinction ratio of

40 dB.
A major problem for SOA-gate-based switching fabric may

be port-count scalability. This is reflected in two aspects. First,
there is a fundamental split loss as a signal enters the fabric
where it is divided into as many equal parts as the number of
output ports, and only one part is routed to the desired output
with the others lost. Clearly, every time port count doubles, this
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loss increases by 3 dB. This directly results in rapid OSNR dete-
rioration as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise from
the SOA is added to the signal. This problem can be somewhat
alleviated by a staged fabric with input booster SOAs to com-
pensate for the split loss. However, this leads to an increased
number of expensive SOAs, as demonstrated in [17], and with
them high power consumption due to the high number of SOAs
simultaneously in the ON state.

It is therefore challenging to produce an optical switching
mechanism that satisfies all the major requirements of speed,
crosstalk, and scalability for optical packet-switching ap-
plications. The resulting switch device should also be able
to provide low insertion loss, low path-dependent loss once
connected into a switching fabric, and low polarization-de-
pendent loss. Large-scale monolithic integration should also
be possible. From this analysis, the advantages of refractive
index modulation switches, mainly scalability, combined
with the low-crosstalk ability of gain/absorption modulated
switches, would produce a successful solution. This indicates
a mechanism that adopts combined and modulation fabri-
cated on a III–V semiconductor substrate material.

This paper presents a fast optical switch design based on ac-
tive vertical couplers (AVCs) that puts above idea into practice.
Section II describes the principle of operation, and the results
achieved with individual switch unit that demonstrate the po-
tential advantages of this technology. Section III describes the
design of the multilayer semiconductor wafer structure in order
to optimize the performance of a monolithic 4 4 switch ma-
trix. The fabrication process is given in Section IV and fol-
lowed in Section V by the characterizations of the 4 4 ma-
trix switch where switching characteristics, path dependent loss,
and transmission wavelength response are presented. 10 Gb/s
packet switching performances are presented in Section VI with
bit error rate (BER) and power penalty results across the entire
4 4 matrix. Finally, Section VII summarizes and comments
on future work.

II. ACTIVE VERTICAL COUPLER BASED OPTICAL SWITCH UNIT

A. Device Topology

As the switch units need to be connected to form larger switch
fabrics, the main signal paths need to be passive (throughout
this paper, “passive” means essentially optically transparent and
“active” means absorptive or amplifying) optical waveguides so
that optical signal can pass through a switch unit when it is not
in use (OFF-state). Furthermore, in a switch fabric optical signals
may pass through an unused switch unit in two different cases,
either en-route from an input port to a switch unit being used
(ON-state) down the line, or after being switched by a ON-state
switch unit, en-route to an output port. In an all-passive wave-
guide switch structure this is never a problem, but in a structure
with active (absorptive/amplifying) switching mechanisms, this
leads to a topology illustrated in Fig. 1, in which an active op-
tical waveguide optically coupled to both passive waveguides is
used to form a local mechanism for bridging the optical signal
between them.

The advantages of such an arrangement are obvious. Firstly,
it can effectively suppress signal leakage when it is in the “OFF

Fig. 1. Optical switch unit employing an active switching mechanism (shaded)
and passive waveguides. Solid line: signal path in the ON-state, and dashed
lines: signal paths in the OFF-state.

state. As commented earlier, when couplers 1 and 2 are disabled,
the best achievable leakage levels at the end of a passive coupler
is about 30 dB. However, because one arm of the waveguide
coupler is now highly absorbing just as an SOA without current
injection, extra attenuation of about 40 dB can be added to the
leaked signal, thus possibly reducing leakage level to 70 dB.
Second, it has maintained the integrity of input signal by trans-
mitting essentially all its power to one output port without split
loss, therefore is potential scalable. Third, optical gain attained
in the active waveguide will allow compensation of losses and,
more importantly, equalization of path dependent loss.

B. Vertical-Coupler-Based Switch Unit and Matrix

The device topology makes any coplanar photonic integration
scheme quite difficult to fabricate, as passive and active waveg-
uides has to be closely located (within about 1 m) to form
couplers. Switching structures based on the same principle was
realized with regrowth techniques to achieve passive–active in-
tegration [20], using high precision ion implantation to confine
injected carriers from leaking into adjacent waveguide areas.

On the other hand, this kind of structure is very suitable for
realization in the vertical direction. Due to the high accuracy at-
tainable by modern epitaxial techniques, forming a waveguide
optical coupler in the vertical direction is realistic. Particularly,
to fabricate uninterrupted passive waveguide in one layer and
active waveguides in another layer is straightforward. The two
passive waveguides will have to intersect each other if made
in the same layer. This does introduce an additional source of
crosstalk. However, this crosstalk has been proven to be suffi-
ciently low [21] if waveguides cross each other at right angle.

A schematic illustration of a switch fabric based on above
concept is illustrated in Fig. 2. The fabric consists of a grid of
passive waveguides (light shade). At each crosspoint, two AVCs
are formed between the passive waveguide and an upper layer of
active waveguide (dark shade). A total internal reflection (TIR)
[22] mirror vertically penetrates the active waveguide layer with
an angle of 45 with respect to the two couplers directions. This
deflects the optical signal for 90 from the input AVC to the
output AVC. The switch cells conveniently connect with each
other forming a matrix.

The injection of carriers into the active layer couplers turns
the device into “ON state.” It generates an optical gain in the
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of AVC-based optical switch matrix.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the ON-state device model with the I/O
waveguide modes, the supermodes of the coupler, and the mirror aperture. A
cross section is also given. The solid box indicates the active waveguide and
the hashed box indicates the passive waveguide.

active waveguide and reduces its effective refractive index
to a value matching that of the passive waveguide. In this sit-
uation, the input signal, launched into the input lower passive
waveguide, is coupled up to the active upper waveguide and am-
plified in the first AVC and steered by the TIR mirror. Then, it
is amplified again in the second AVC and coupled down to the
passive waveguide and on to the cross output.

III. DESIGN OF THE 4 4 OXS MATRIX

As described previously and shown in Fig. 2, a 4 4 matrix
is composed of 16 single switch cells interconnected by passive
waveguides that perpendicularly intersect each other. At each
crosspoint, each single switch cell is made of two AVCs. It is
necessary to optimize the device parameters so that good per-
formance of an entire switch matrix could be achieved. Most
important, the path-dependent loss should be reduced. This con-
sists of first optimizing single-unit transmission and subsequent
equalization of transmission across the 4 4 matrix. In the work
described in this paper, only transverse-electric (TE) transmis-
sion is considered.

A. Optimization of Single Switch Unit

Earlier devices [23]–[26] had been designed using a scalar
passive waveguide model based on a code (FWAVE) developed
in University Glasgow, Glasgow, U.K. Although they have
demonstrated the principle of operation and a sufficiently

Fig. 4. Modeled and measured switching characteristics at 1550 nm for an
AVC device with a 5-QW active layer, with waveguide width of 3 �m. The
parameters used for the model are dg=dN = 3� 10 cm and dn=dN =

2 � 10 cm .

fast switching speed (switching time 1.5 ns), they were not
able to achieve sufficiently low optical loss or optical gain.
For optimized device design and simulation, a model using a
vectorial waveguide solver (FIMMWAVE developed by Photon
Design, Ltd.) to calculate the modes in waveguide coupler with
complex refractive index profiles has been established.

The improved device model, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is based
on deep-etched ridge waveguides of the width ( ) of 3 or 5 m.
The etch depth is such that it penetrates both waveguide layers,
and the sidewall is passivated by an SiO layer. The device
model consists of passive input/output (I/O) waveguide sections
where the active layer and half the spacer layer are removed. The
fundamental mode from the input waveguide excites the super-
modes in AVC 1. The TIR mirror is simulated by an aperture that
cuts off the field below the midpoint of the spacer layer at the
end of the first AVC. This truncated field then excites the super-
modes in AVC 2, which, in turn, with the field distribution at its
end cross section, excites the output passive waveguide mode.

The computer model is validated against switching character-
istics measured from previously fabricated devices. Fig. 4 shows
a comparison between typical measured switching characteris-
tics from previously reported [23] 5QW (quantum well) active
layer devices and a modeled switching curve of the same struc-
ture. The agreement is good except for the absolute transmis-
sion values, where the measured values are approximately 5 dB
lower than the calculated curve. This kind of discrepancy can be
reasonably attributed to material losses that are not accounted
for in the model and to fabrication related imperfections. It is
important to note that the maxima and minima in both curves
are arrived at almost the same current values. This is a good in-
dication that the model reflects the coupling process in the AVC
correctly, as these represent the maxima and minima of field
amplitude moving past the end of the couplers as the refractive
index is changed. The modeled curve dips below the measured
characteristics at the minimum around 40 mA. This could be
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because the actual depth of the TIR mirror is slightly deeper
than midpoint of the spacer layer, therefore, reflecting more of
the “tail” of the passive waveguide mode into the output AVC.
This calculation also indicates that previous designs were not to
achieve lossless switching due to nonoptimized design.

In design of new devices, we first optimize various multiple-
quantum-well (MQW) separate confinement heterojunction
(SCH) active waveguide structures so that maximum effec-
tive refractive-index modulation can be achieved for
a different number of quantum wells. This is equivalent to
maximization of modal gain in the same structures. Key
material parameters to achieving correct design include the
background refractive index of quaternary alloy semicon-
ductor , the differential gain , and
differential refractive-index change in the QWs, as
well as the monomolecular (A), radiative (B), and Auger (C)
recombination coefficients in the QWs. Values of ,

cm , and cm are
used. Adachi’s model [27] is used to calculate the back-
ground material refractive-index dispersion data for
various quaternary materials used. Away from bandgap, this
has been shown to give good agreement with measured re-
sults. Close to and above bandgap, we use a broadening
factor of 25 meV for the oscillator [28]. Typical reported
differential gain values for unstrained QWs are between

to cm and typical values at bandgap
wavelength are about to cm [29]. The background
absorption in the QW at the bandgap wavelength is assumed
to be 5000 cm , and the transparent carrier density is
assumed to be cm . The refractive index and
absorption in the QWs are changed according to the formula

when

and

when

where is the carrier density in the QWs. at current den-
sity is decided by solving the steady-state carrier density rate
equation

where is electron charge, is the injection efficiency,
is the thickness of each QW, and is the number of

QWs. Carriers are assumed to be evenly distributed in all QWs.
The resulting and modal gain variation with injection

current is shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that higher can produce
larger at the ON-state current density limit of 10 kA/cm ,
thereby allowing a more decoupled OFF-state coupler to be used.
This will be beneficial to the reduction of residual coupling dis-
cussed in Section III-B. High also provides more modal
optical gain in the ON state, thereby enabling shorter devices to
be made.

InGaAsP passive waveguide layer parameters are then de-
cided according the achievable in the active waveguide

Fig. 5. Effective refractive-index change �n (thick lines) and modal gain
of various MQW active layers as injection current density is increased. �n
from top: 7QW with dn=dN = 1� 10 cm ; 10QW with dn=dN = 1�

10 cm ; 10QW with dn=dN = 2 � 10 cm ; 10QW with dn=dN =

3 � 10 cm ; and 16QW with dn=dN = 3 � 10 cm . Modal gain:
solid line 10QW with dg=dN = 3 � 10 cm ; broken line: 16QW with
dg=dN = 3 � 10 cm .

Fig. 6. Variation of ON-state transmission (thick lines) and OFF-state loss of a
7QW active layer M �M switch matrix (thin lines) in different switch paths.
ON-state transmission from top: single switch cell (solid line); worst case on 4
� 4 matrix (dashed line); and worst case on 8� 8 matrix (dashed–dotted line).
OFF-state loss: worst case on 4� 4 matrix through six OFF-state cells (solid line),
and worst case on 8 � 8 matrix through 14 OFF-state cells (dashed line).

layer so that equal is reached at the injection current limit.
In order to reduce the material absorption loss associated with
the band-edge absorption tail, the passive waveguide layer uses
a bulk InGaAsP material with a bandgap wavelength of
1.20 m.

For fixed coupler lengths and maximum ON-state current den-
sity, single switch units employing several different MQW ac-
tive layers are optimized to give maximum ON-state transmis-
sion gain. This is achieved by adjusting the InP spacer layer
thickness so that maximum signal optical power is obtained at
the output of the device. An example is shown in Fig. 6, which
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plots the transmission of a 7QW switch unit (with coupler length
of 450 m) against the spacer layer thickness. Maximum trans-
mission should be reached at a spacer thickness of 1.3 m.

B. Path-Dependent Loss and Transmission Equalization

The key to achieving minimized path-dependent loss is re-
ducing the transmission loss of signal through OFF-state switch
units, i.e., loss between ports 1 and 4 or ports 3 and 2 in Fig. 1.

When in OFF state, signal transmission takes place in the pas-
sive waveguide below the active waveguide in one of the two
AVCs. Apart from common reasons such as material, wave-
guide, and sidewall scattering losses, the AVC transmission loss
is mainly caused by residual coupling of light into the active
layer, which is now in a high absorption state.

Residual coupling exists despite that the values of both
waveguide layers are different. Directional coupler theory
[29] indicates that this residual coupling can be reduced by
two means, i.e., increasing the thickness of the spacer layer to
reduce mode overlapping and increasing the difference between
the values of the two waveguide layer. However, first the
coupling length will increase exponentially with the spacer
thickness [11]. Since the entire length of the AVC has to be
pumped electrically to a certain carrier density to achieve the

value for switching, the total injection current or power
consumption increases with the coupler length. The target
physical size of the integration chip also sets a limit to the
length of couplers. Second, the available in the active
layer is limited by the carrier density attainable in the MQW
active layer. Therefore, too large a difference between
values will theoretically require a very high current density to
achieve, again resulting in high power consumption, and in
practice being unrealistic due to thermal problems. A value of
10 kA/cm is chosen as the upper limit of operating current
density. The target device sizes are chosen as 250 250 m or
500 500 m per switch unit to match standard fiber ribbon
pitch. This limits the coupler length to about 200 and 450 m,
respectively.

Therefore, tradeoffs between the OFF-state loss, the AVC
length, the injection current density, and power consumption
has to be carefully considered.

The variation of both the single switch unit ON-state transmis-
sion and its OFF-state loss resulting from residual cou-
pling is plotted in Fig. 6 for a fixed-length 7QW AVC device as
the spacer layer thickness is changed. It is clear that the OFF-state
loss reduces rapidly as the spacer thickness is increased, while
the ON-state transmission peaks at a spacer thickness value of
1.3 m and then drops off. This peak corresponds to the op-
timum structure for a single switch unit or the shortest path in
the switch matrix.

For an matrix, the signal has to pass through a total
of OFF-state switch units if transmitted via the longest
path. Therefore, it is important to maximize the ON-state trans-
mission of this worst-case path

which is also plotted in Fig. 6 for and . It is
clear that by increasing the spacer thickness beyond the
maximum, the rapid reduction of results in a much smaller

difference between and and therefore results in a 4
4 matrix with reduced path-dependent gain. Further reduction
of results in too much reduction of , which may not
be desirable from the noise-figure point of view. Therefore, a
target OFF-state loss 0.5 dB is set for . This
will still result in 3-dB difference between worst- and best-path
transmission in a 4 4 matrix. For the matrix,

should be further reduced. Equalization within the 3-dB
path-dependent loss can simply be carried out by trimming the
ON-state injection current to each switch unit in the matrix.

IV. FABRICATION PROCESS

Several designs with two different cell sizes (250 250 m
and 500 500 m ) have been generated. All the wafers are
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) grown. One of the
resulting wafer structures has an intrinsic SCH active waveguide
with unstrained InGaAs QWs 1560 nm sepa-
rated by 60 Q1.3 barriers. The Q1.2 passive waveguide layer
is 0.7 m thick, and the spacing layer thickness is 1.35 m. This
is processed into 4 4 switch matrices with 500 500 m
switch unit size and 450- m AVC length with 5- m waveguide
width. The 5- m waveguide width is chosen for two reasons:
1) it is easier to achieve better relative mirror alignment accu-
racy (see the next paragraph), and 2) wider waveguides have
higher active volume to sidewall surface area ratio, which re-
duces a proportion of surface recombination contribution to the
total injection current. Narrower waveguide width can reduce
switching current if these problems can be solved effectively.

The first critical fabrication issue is to achieve a straight
smooth TIR mirror accurately aligned diagonally across the
waveguide intersections by means of photolithography. A
self-aligned two-level metal/dielectric masking scheme is used,
in which the mirror and AVC etch mask is defined first in SiO
by CHF reactive ion etching (RIE). A metal mask defining the
waveguides is then carefully aligned on top of this dielectric
mask layer, making sure that the TIR mirror cut across the
waveguide cross within 0.25 m. This alignment is made
easier by the fact that 1) the SiO layer is sufficiently thin and
2) the critical alignment is reduced to one dimension along the
TIR direction at a 45 angle relative to the waveguides. The
metal mask is then used to etch the SiO again so that the AVC
waveguides and the passive waveguides are self-aligned.

The device structure in InP is then dry-etched in two steps
using inductive-coupled plasma (ICP)/RIE in Cl N ambient
[30]. The first etch depth equals to the finish ridge height of the
passive waveguide sections. The metal mask is then removed
by wet etching revealing the semiconductor surface in the pas-
sive waveguide sections and the SiO mask, which still covers
the AVC waveguide. The sample is then etched in the second
dry-etching step, which is critical as this defines the TIR mirror
and the AVC structure. This etch step must therefore be ex-
tremely well controlled in sidewall verticality 0.5 , smooth-
ness, bowing, notching, and depth (within 0.1 m of center
of spacer thickness). Afterwards, the device is deposited with
200 nm of SiO . Contact windows are opened on top of the
AVCs using photolithography and SiO dry etching. Finally, a
Ti–Pd–Au contact is sputtered on top of a patterned photoresist
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Fig. 7. Sample of the 4 � 4 matrix switch.

layer which is used to separate the p-contacts between switch
units by liftoff. A finished 4 4 matrix is shown in Fig. 7.

V. THE MATRIX SWITCHING PERFORMANCE

The 4 4 OXS matrix device used in this experiment is
bonded p-side up to a copper heat sink (Fig. 7). A thermal elec-
tric cooler (TEC) controls the temperature of the heat sink at
20 C.

Extensive lasing was observed on as-cleave chips. After
antireflective (AR) treatment of the unused back facets to

reflectivity, it has been observed that each switch cell
has a lasing threshold that has a cavity that is path-length (input
facet—switch cell—output facet) dependent, with the lowest
threshold being observed with the shortest path of cell D1 (refer
to Fig. 7), increasing gradually with increasing path length
and forming a regular distribution across the device. After
AR coating on the signal input/output (front) facets, the lasing
threshold is increased to values higher than 550 mA, confirming
that lasing was due to Fabry–Pérot (FP) resonance between the
input and output facets. Fig. 8 shows light output–current (L–I)
curves before and after front-facet AR treatment.

A setup shown in Fig. 9 is used to measure switching charac-
teristics. A tunable laser source generates an input signal in the
wavelength range of 1470–1580 nm, which is modulated into
a series of light pulses with a 1- s pulsewidth synchronized to
the variable amplitude switching current pulse. The light signal
is coupled in and out of the 4 4 matrix using two conical
fiber lenses. A polarization controller is used in order to pro-
duce TE-polarized input signal. At the output, the signal is fil-
tered using a 3-nm optical bandpass filter to suppress the ASE
noise. The fiber coupling loss in the setup is measured at about
9 dB per facet due to the highly elliptical waveguide near field,
which can be improved by use of wedge lenses.

With the device in the OFF state (zero current), the measured
on-chip leakage level was less than 67 dB between all inputs
and outputs, confirming the excellent crosstalk suppression in
the switch matrix. Furthermore, no increase in leakage signal
levels could be measured in all other outputs with any switch
unit being switched into the ON state.

Each of the 16 switch units of a 4 4 matrix has been tested,
and the average on-chip transmission is plotted in Fig. 10, with
the error bars indicating the range of transmission. It is ob-
served that all paths have achieved lossless switching or optical

Fig. 8. L–I curve measured before and after complete AR treatment.

Fig. 9. Experimental setup for switching performance characterization.

Fig. 10. A 4 � 4 OXS matrix average switching characteristic and standard
deviation.

gain, and a transmission difference of less than 3 dB has been
observed across the matrix at the ON-state current of 550 mA
and above. This meets the design requirement of 0.5-dB/cell
OFF-state loss. For most cells, currents higher than 550 mA re-
sult in some excessive FP resonance due to imperfect facet AR.
However, in some units, higher gain was shown to be possible
when current is further increased. An average ON–OFF contrast
of near or above 70 dB is measured across the chip.
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Fig. 11. Spectrum of 1550-nm switched output signal, with 0-dBm input
power and 0.1-nm resolution, measured at 1% duty circle.

Fig. 12. BER measurement setup. PC: Polarization controller; MZ: Mach–
Zehnder modulator; VOA: variable optical attenuator; OXS: optical crosspoint
switch; OBP: optical bandpass filter; Rx: receiver; PPG: pulse patlem generator;
PG: pulse generator; BERT: BER detector.

At 0-dBm input signal level, the unfiltered output spectrum
is characterized by a switched signal peak of 34 dB above the
device ASE floor (Fig. 11). A gain–wavelength response mea-
surement observes a 3-dB optical bandwidth of 20 nm in the
band. This can be improved by better AR coating suppressing
the residual FP ripples.

VI. PACKET-SWITCHING MODE BER
PERFORMANCE AT 10 Gb/s

Packet-switching performance has been assessed with BER
measurements at a packet data rate of 10 Gb/s.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 12. A continuous-
wave laser source, operating at 1550-nm wavelength, is exter-
nally modulated using a Mach–Zehnder modulator by a contin-
uous pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) of length at a
bit rate of 10 Gb/s from a pulse-pattern generator (PPG). The op-
tical data passed through the polarization controller are coupled
to the OXS by a fiber lens. The continuous optical data stream is
chopped intopackets by the switchingoperation of the switch cell
being tested,whicharedrivenbycurrentpulsesgeneratedbyPG1
and synchronized to a trigger pulses provided by the PPG at the
start of every PRBS cycles. The data packets so formed
are forwarded to the corresponding output port and again cou-
pled into fiber by a second fiber lens. The optical bandpass filter
that follows the OXS is used to suppress the ASE noise.

Fig. 13. Packet/burst timing diagram. PG1: Switching pulses; PG2: gating
pulses.

Fig. 14. Gated-mode BER performances of the shortest path or single switch
unit.

The 10-Gb/s optically amplified receiver consists of an er-
bium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) used as a preamplifier and
a 12-GHz bandwidth photoreceiver with its transimpedance
amplifier output connected to the BER detector (BERT). The
BER detector is operated in a gated mode, clocked by a gating
pulse generated by PG2 that is slaved to PG1 and therefore
synchronized to the data packet. The length of the BER test
window is determined by this gating pulse, which is properly
delayed relative to the switching pulse to avoid detecting the
degraded signal during the switch-ON and -OFF edges (which
in true packet-switching applications should usually coincide
with guard times). The packet envelope and BER detector
gating timing and packet interval are illustrated in Fig. 13. The
duration of each packet is 15 s, while the BER detector gating
pulse is 10 s wide. Part of the gating pulse duration 5 s
is used by the BERT to achieve synchronization. The remaining
gives a BER measurement time window of 5 s, ensuring
coverage for the complete PRBS cycle of 3.276 s. Packets are
switched every 104.8 s.

The BER measurements are carried out on all 16 cells in the
4 4 OXS matrix by varying the input power to the OXS using
the VOA.

The BER measurement results for the shortest path D1 (see
Fig. 7) for two switching current amplitudes, as well as of the
back-to-back configuration, are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen
that the power penalty is reduced with increasing switching cur-
rent. At 560 mA, the BER performance approaches that of the
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Fig. 15. Gated-mode BER performances of switching units on the diagonal of
the matrix.

Fig. 16. Burst-mode BER performance of the left-most column switching unit.

back-to-back configuration with a penalty of about 0.2 dB at
a BER of . Throughout the experiments, the accuracy of
power measurement is estimated to be within 0.3 dB. The cur-
rent of the switch cells could not be increased further because of
increased FP resonance (due to nonideal AR treatment of facets)
and related gain spectral fluctuations, which results in patterning
in the output packet data.

In Fig. 15, the gated BER performance of switching units
along the diagonal of the matrix (paths D1, C2, B3, and A4)
is shown. At BER , power penalties of less than 1 dB
are observed for all diagonal switch cells, with larger penalties
for longer paths as expected due to the existence of residual
path-dependent loss. The spread of the power penalty agrees
with the path-dependent loss reasonably, considering that half
the 3-dB path-dependent loss happens prior to the switching unit
therefore impact on the OSNR is about 1.5 dB. In Fig. 16, the
burst BER performance for the switching units on the same array
(paths A4, B4, C4, and D4) is shown. Similarly, at a BER of

, power penalties less than 1 dB are again observed for the
entire column. For all cells in the matrix, an error-free packet-
routing operation has been achieved without any BER floor.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper has presented the design rationale, optimization,
fabrication, and characterization of a monolithic integrated 4
4 optical switch matrix. By employing optical switching units
based on InGaAsP–InP active vertical coupler structures, the
switch matrix has demonstrated an ON–OFF extinction ratio as
high as 70 dB and extremely low crosstalk levels of 65 dB.
Lossless switching with optical gain up to 5 dB is achieved
across the matrix. BER and path-dependence transmission across
the switch matrix has been minimized, which results in power
penaltyuniformityofwithin1dBacross thematrixat10-Gb/sop-
tical-packet-mode operations. Error-free operation without BER
floor is demonstrated for transmission through all switch paths
across the entire matrix. These good performances, combined
with previously demonstrated switching speeds in the order of

1.5 ns, make this device a promising one for future high-speed,
highly flexible all-optical packet-switching networks.

However, before application in practical networking envi-
ronment, several key issues have to be further addressed. Most
important, the polarization-dependent loss must be minimized.
Polarization dependence in the AVC switch unit arises from two
sources: the polarization dependence of the coupling and that of
the optical gain. It has been demonstrated that vertical couplers
can be made polarization independent [31], and polarization-
independent optical gain structure is well reported in SOAs. Im-
provements indevicestructureandfabricationqualityshouldalso
be made in order to minimize additional optical loss caused by
fabrication defects (such as TIR mirror and waveguide sidewall
scattering loss due to striations) as well as to reduce the carrier
loss through surface recombination in a deep-ridge structure.
Heating due to high switching currents needs to be reduced by
using narrower waveguides and effective thermal management.
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